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GV Advisory specializes in impact-oriented data ecosystems and organizational data culture in 
the social sector. 
 
The Data Ecosystem Diagnostic (DED) framework leverages a systems driver approach to 
identify strengths, gaps, and mission-aligned opportunities in a given data ecosystem. Data 
ecosystems exist at many levels: organizational, governmental, social, etc., and are comprised 
of data (structured and unstructured), systems (social and technological), people, processes, 
and their interactions.  
 

 
 

Data Ecosystem Diagnostic Framework for mission-driven organizations 
 
This framework maps objective, high-level data characteristics [A] against mission delivery via 
simplified theory of change pillars [B]. These layers are assessed through Incentive and 
Behavior Mapping [C], which uses a Structural-Attitudinal-Transactional (SAT) systems lens, 
informed by Omidyar’s Systems Practice. In an organizational context, ‘Structural’ refers to the 
social, natural, and built environment in which people work—are staff remote or onsite? Do the 
organizations’ software platforms meet its needs? ‘Attitudinal’ refers to sociocultural factors 
that influence individual and group behavior—how do staff work together across departments 
and hierarchy? ‘Transactional’ refers to the processes and interactions among formal and 
informal leaders as they navigate their work—are processes effective? Are they codified? Are 
they relevant? These drivers have upstream causes and downstream effects, all of which 
influence data characteristics and how those support or hinder an organization’s data/mission 
alignment and data capacity. This approach highlights data capacities and capabilities: Are an 
organization and its funders asking the available data the proper questions? Interactions 
between A, B, and C all inform [D]: tactical and strategic action to both strengthen and leverage 
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organizational data ecosystems. A guiding principle of this approach is one of manageable 
tasks: data use in the social sector is a nebulous (and at times, overwhelming) issue—this 
framework helps to root-cause data use and capacity issues to highlight high-impact, 
sustainable solutions in and outside of organizations. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


